
  

 

Junior Solution Designer  

Produce the final function of messaging services and complete process for our 

customers via our Messaging center with us 

Our product design team is one of the biggest players in the telco field as system designer. You will be involved in 

every stage of the product development process, from implanting the initial idea to production launch. This position 

is full-time and our main offices are based in Prague and Bonn. 

 

Your Responsibilities 

� Design systems and flows providing carrier grade quality applications  

� Own and maintain your stake within the solution design 

� Partner with PMs, engineers and market researches to oversee the whole product lifecycle.  

� The advantage would be Telco & IP Networking, programming from scripting (BASH, ANSIBLE, RUBY) to 

coding (C, C++, Java, Python), but not necessity 

� Position fits to juniors and university graduates 

Who are we looking for 

� You possess excellent communication skills (you should be able to clearly articulate your design decisions – 

both verbally and on paper )  

� Educational and/or work experience in telecommunications (you should know: how GSM and IP network 

works, what is involved in call/message exchange, what is hidden under the hood of operator network)  

� The ability to work on your own, with “out of the box” mind set (not just 'following' but 'be creative')  

� Hands on experience in telco environment is definitely advantage.  

� English is must, German and any other foreign language strong advantage. International travel expectancy is 

30% 

What we are offering to you 

� Peaceful and friendly environment 

� Twice a week fresh fruits and vegetables 

� Extensive possibility of working from home (this is a great opportunity also for everybody living outside of 

immediate Prague perimeter)  

� Great Green Location right by the Krcsky forest 

� Cafeteria, Pension Insurance, 5 weeks’ vacation 

� Very competitive tariff bonus package including company product discounts 

 

Are you interested in this offer? 
Do not hesitate to send your CV in English to dita.kirschova@t-mobile.cz . 

 


